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The Native people of most of North Central and Northeast Florida were the Timucua. Archaeologists estimate perhaps 100,000 people at the time of contact with Europeans (in the early 16th century).

Due to war, disease, enslavement, and out-migration, the population fell drastically after about 1660.

At the time of the Spanish departure from Florida (1763), there were about 200 Timucua people left, and they went with the Spanish to Havana, Cuba. Their descendants are probably still alive in Florida and Cuba, but Timucua no longer exists as a distinct tribal group.
EASTERN US NATIVE LANGUAGES
Timucua is a language isolate. The dates of its attestation (1612-1688) put its documentation about 200 years before any other language of the Southeastern US.

Its range was adjacent to the Muskogean languages (Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, etc.)

Timucua shows many grammatical similarities to Muskogean. There are some possible cognates, but there is no well-established linguistic relationship. Similarities include

- Long agglutinative verbs with agreement for core and applicative arguments
- Switch-reference morphology

Are these similarities due to genetic relationship or to contact between the two groups?
Franciscans began conversion and translation efforts in 1595. These included schools and instruction in literacy.

Two priests, Francisco Pareja and Gregorio de Movilla produced

- An arte, five catechisms, confessional, doctrina (other materials, including perhaps a dictionary has been lost).
- Dates of publication 1612-1635. Published in Mexico City.

There are also two letters written in the language, written by native speakers. They date from 1651 & 1688.

In total there are about 2000 pages of bilingual Timucua-Spanish text.
There is no reliable dictionary of the language. The Arte gives meanings for about 400 words, but the texts contain at least 2500 more, and the meanings have to be deduced from context.

My method has been to build a database of Timucua texts. Currently the database contains 148,000 words, which contains all extant Timucua language text.

(Thanks to a team of graduate and undergraduate students at Univ of Florida who worked for three years on transcribing all this material!)
1613 CONFESSIONARIO
Arte, en lenguas
nimichu yarabama iquenecbuna.

Exemplo de quando es pronombre, esle Mio
cbu 1, michunu, Y aquella ella, que se bixo:
rimichu, baxabquete?

Preg. Y aquel Pedro? Pedro michu, 1, Peds
dromichu?

Resp. Aquel Pedro no le be vijilo, Pedro
michu 1, Pedromichubenritla, No le be
vijilo, ò no se de el, ò no le conozco, Pedro
michu ninutela, Y aquella mujer? Oge mia
michu 1, miamichunanque ay en aquello, Oge
michu baxabqueteconocira es aquella aca-
da, Oge pefolamichu ebaquenta equata chis
puenteti Y la canoa, ò que es de la canoa,
Ticomicbu 1, ticomicbun: Aquella canoa ò
la canoa? Ticomicbu 1, ticomicchun: Aquel
animal 1, Y aquel animal, Hacbiplemichubun:
Aquella persona, Anomichu, 1, anomicbun:
Aquell pajaro, ò ès del pajaro, Chultimichu

1614 ARTE
The corpus is analyzed in the Fieldworks program which allows a research to find all instances of particular sequence in Timucua or Spanish.

Fieldworks also helps ensure consistency in analysis by remembering previous word analyses.

Because we work as a team of linguists, the ability to share and synchronize this database has been quite important in our workflow.
Our current Timucua dictionary version is online at timucua.webonary.org.

The current dictionary has about 3900 entries.

Our team updates this several times a year as we find new words, better examples, and correct errors.

We are also working on producing:
- a grammar of the Timucua language
- translations of Timucua texts
PROBLEMS FOR GRAMMATICAL DESCRIPTION FROM A COLONIAL CORPUS

1. Constructing literal translations
2. Confidence ranking for lexical and inflectional morphology
3. Genre and grammar
4. Linguistics and history
• An early pitfall in analysis of the corpus is assuming that the Timucua is a translation of the Spanish printed next to it.

• Instead it is best to think of the two as parallel texts, expressing approximately the same meaning.

• Nevertheless, the Timucua frequently adds or omits content relative to the Spanish

• There are several types of discrepancies
  • Simple errors of translation or understanding.
  • Paraphrases in order to make the content more understandable to a Native audience.
  • “Edits” of parts of the Spanish that seemed (to the Spanish or to their Timucua collaborators) irrelevant or offensive to a Native audience.
  • Cases where the Spanish is a mere summary and the Timucua is a significant elaboration on the material.

• We can understand many such discrepancies if we recognize that Pareja and Movilla worked extensively with literate Native converts. These converts were probably assigned sections of the Spanish to translate, and the results thus reflect Native authors’ “edits” of the texts. [Dubcovsky and Broadwell 2017, Broadwell 2018]
**Timucua:** Nimota uquata ituhuta honosoma enesota onaquosta, ituhuta iquenihale manda bohobi cho?

**Spanish:** Para cazar algún venado as tomado las hastas de otro venado, as le rezado la ceremonia de el Demonio.

**Literal translation of Timucua:** Did you believe "Taking horns and praying, I will see the deer and by doing this, I will pray and kill it"?

**Translation of Spanish:** In order to hunt some deer did you take the antlers of another deer and pray over them the Demon's ceremony?
**Timucua:** Numa hebuama bimetaqe ituhuta iposibicho?

**Literal translation of Timucua:** When the heavens spoke, did you blow and pray to extinguish it?

**Spanish:** Tronando, as soplado asta el Cielo para detener el nublado o agua con tus rezos malos?

**Translation of Spanish:** Thundering, have you blown toward the heavens in order to stop the clouds or water with your evil prayers?
Thus an initial problem for linguistic analysis is that we cannot be sure that Spanish text corresponds to the correct literal translation.

Each sentence needs to be carefully checked for discrepancies, using the corpus to compare other sentences for similar lexical and grammatical items.

The grammatical analysis must (of course) be based on a literal translation, but in the early stages, it is not clear what that is. All the data provides is a Spanish counterpart which expresses a mostly similar content.
The translation discrepancies found in Timucua are not unusual in colonial texts. Similar differences have been discussed extensively in the Nahuatl corpus by scholars like Louise Burkhart.

Based on our experience, we advise any other linguist working on similar corpora to be prepared for such discrepancies.
2. CONFIDENCE RANKING IN GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL DESCRIPTION

• Confidence ranking of entries:
  • Confident/Probable/Tentative/Dubious/Hapax Legomenon
  • High confidence items are explicitly glossed by Pareja or 10+ clear uses in texts.

• Explicit mention of the source text for lexical entries

• Approximate definitions (e.g. 'type of bird', 'unknown verb') for some entries
SAMPLE ENTRIES

**A a**

**aba** [aba] v injure oneself | herirse yahinococomaqua abala. He injured himself with his own axe. | con la propia hacha se hirió Pareja 1614:22 10.1

**ebuasoma abala** He injured himself with the oar | Con el remo se dió [Status: Probable]

**abaco** v unknown verb, usually with applicative na-. Based on surrounding context, it probably has a semantics like 'help, sustain, support' [Status: Tentative]

**abagala [abagala]** v paddle | chapotear, remar Ibi abagalata nayeno ticombe piluabe tileqe ibinage elota piluhauetila manda bohota elofibi cho? When you paddled in the water, did you whistle at it so that the canoe would not turn over, believing 'If one whistles at the wave, it will not turn'? In passing with the canoe a rock ledge (barra ó vaya) and there being a surging of the sea, did you whistle at it for not getting upset? | Atravesando con la canoa alguna barra ó vaya y aviendo mareta as la sibado creyendo que no se bolcara aissi? fi131: gl 1.1 [Status: Probable]

**abau** dial. var. of **habau** later, at that time

**abati** [abati] adj near? [Occurs only once, but contrasted with vió ‘far’.][Status: Hapax Legomenon]

**abay** [abai] n unknown water animal (possibly manatee) | animal de agua desconocido (quizás manati) heca, ninapichibota sontela caqi, ibine oyoma, cuuy, inereqetine homama, arecota, vchucu, siacatoco, ytorico chayoco, aquaitro l cunachuqu, chayoco abayco, caracasico, tanitoco, eechaco toccok. He provides them for us and made each fish in the water, the whale, the siacato, the alligator, the chayo, the aquaitro or cunachuqu, the chayo, the abay, the corvina, the tanito, the mullet, and the toco. [no corresponding Spanish] Pareja 1627:f26v-27r 1.3 Acuco, vitnale, aparota, naqua, mostachique, chapico, cuvio, abayco acunqua mosta [Fol 15v] hachique, gave hachipileco, utinalamoq. the moon is Utina, and therefore they worship it, they say, the idol, the fish, the abay, are all [gods] they believe; they say [there should be?] ceremonies, and they say that an animal is Utina. Pareja 1627a:f013r-15v 1.24 [This animal appears on a list of creatures that live in the water. The quote that discusses idolatry lists fish and abay separately, suggesting that the abay is not a fish, but another kind of animal. Archaeological considerations suggest manatee as a possibility.][sem. domains: 1.6.1.5 - Water animals.] [Status: Confident]
I’ve been involved in dictionary projects for four modern Native American languages. None involve this confidence ranking system.

[But perhaps this would be good idea.]

But for a language like Timucua with a closed corpus and no speakers, a dictionary which shows degree of confidence allows the linguist and the users to understand which entries can be stated with high levels of confidence and which cannot.
• The text corpus is far from uniform and has multiple genres, including at least instruction, interrogation, explanation, and narration.

• Different genres have different grammatical properties.
  • Confessional interrogation has a predominance of 2nd person singular interrogative sentences. (E.g. ‘Did you confess on Lent?’ ‘Did you eat meat on Friday?’)
  • Instruction has many 3rd person indefinite subjects (E.g. ‘One must receive the sacrament’, ‘One must fast during Lent’). Catechistic response has multiple question/answer pairs (E.g. ‘Why does one make the sign of the cross? One makes the sign of the cross to show…’)
  • Explanation shows abundant usage of reason clauses (‘Because pagans go to Hell when they die, I want to be a Christian’)
  • Narrative is one of the smaller genres in the Timucua corpus, but displays some of the most interesting grammatical properties.
• The Timucua corpus has about 50 exempla. Exempla are a genre of Christian folktale, and usually involve miraculous appearances of the saints, the Virgin Mary, powers of the eucharist, etc.

• The corpus also contains a long narrative of the Creation which does not correspond to any Spanish translation.

• These narratives are particularly interesting linguistically in that they have multiple characters who speak and interact with each other. These are best texts for observing topic continuity, definite and indefinite reference, clause chaining, and switch-reference.

• The narratives also have a wider range of subject marking and tense possibilities than other genres.
• Timucua appears to have the following tense system:
  • -te ‘default tense’ [present or past, depending on discourse context]
  • -bi ‘past’
  • -bile ‘prior past’

• However, the tenses have very different distributions in the corpus:
  • -te appears ca. 600 times
  • -bi appears ca. 2000 times
  • -bile appears ca. 100 times

• Nearly all instances of -bile ‘prior past’ appear in narratives where events are described in temporal sequence. -bile appears on verbs that describe events prior to other past events.
• When establishing a corpus, it is important to think about the different genres represented.

• Texts need to be tagged for genre so that the corpus can be filtered to compare properties of different genres (e.g. use of tenses/pronouns/definiteness in instruction vs narration)

• In early stages of corpus development, it is important to try to sample different genres. It is easy to form premature conclusions if the majority of the data comes from a single genre.
• The texts in the Timucua corpus are historical documents that reflect theological and political concerns of the 17th century.

• In particular, many of the texts involve content that is hard for most linguists to understand. These include
  • Theological debates about the nature of the eucharist
  • Latin prayers and references to papal indulgences and church law
  • Protests against mistreatment and arguments about land tenure

• In such cases, linguists need to rely on historians to help understand the content of the documents. I’ve collaborated extensively with
  • Alejandra Dubcovsky, Univ of California – Riverside  Historian of colonial Spanish Florida
  • Timothy Johnson, Flager College  Historian of 17th century Catholicism
CONCLUSIONS

Writing a grammar of a language based on a corpus of colonial texts requires a number of skills that are not in the standard “grammarians’ toolbox”.

These include

- Special attention to translation discrepancies and literal translations
- A need to recognize different levels of confidence in lexical and grammatical documentation
- A recognition of the importance of different genres in grammatical discovery, and the concomitant need to organize the corpus in a way that allows filters for genre.
- Understanding of the historical context in which the texts were created.
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